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Abstract
We consider the problem of identifying the support of the block signal
in a sequence when both the length and the location of the block signal are
unknown. The multivariate version of this problem is also considered, in
which we try to identify the support of the rectangular signal in the hyper-
rectangle. We allow the length of the block signal to grow polynomially
with the length of the sequence, which greatly generalizes the previous
results in [16]. A statistical boundary above which the identification is
possible is presented and an asymptotically optimal and computationally
efficient procedure is proposed under Gaussian white noise in both the
univariate and multivariate settings. The problem of block signal identifi-
cation is shown to have the same statistical difficulty as the corresponding
problem of detection in both the univariate and multivariate cases, in the
sense that whenever we can detect the signal, we can identify the support
of the signal. Some generalizations are also considered here: (1) We ex-
tend our theory to the case of multiple block signals. (2) We also discuss
about the robust identification problem when the noise distribution is un-
specified and the block signal identification problem under the exponential
family setting.
Keywords: Block signal; Rectangular signal; Support identification;
Multi-dimensional; Penalized Scan.
1 Introduction
Block signal detection and identification in a long one-dimensional sequence
is a challenging and important problem and arises in many applications, for
example, in epidemiology [13, 17] and Copy Number Variation [16, 21]. Block
signal detection determines whether there exists any block signal in the sequence
while block signal identification further identifies the support of the block signal.
There has been a large body of work on signal detection, see, e.g. [15, 10] on
the scan statistic; [2, 1] for geometric objects and cluster detection; [8, 7, 9]
for sparse signals detection and identification; [11, 19] about density inference
and [23, 20, 5, 6] for more recent results on block signal detection using the
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penalized scan and average likelihood ratio. However, most of the the previous
research focus on the univariate case rather than multivariate case and the
detection problem rather than the identification problem. [2] considers the
detection of block signal in both the univariate and multivariate cases, but not
the identification. Moreover, the results are actually not optimal unless the size
of the block are on the smallest scale. For the block signal identification problem
in the univariate case, in [16], the authors characterized the identifiable region
under the assumption of Gaussian white noise and log |I∗n| = o(logn), where n
is the length of the sequence and |I∗n| is the length of the block signal. They
also proposed the Likelihood Ratio Selector (LRS) procedure and established
its optimality under the above assumptions. However, their result excludes the
common and important situation where |I∗n| = n1−β for 0 < β < 1. In fact,
it can be shown that LRS is not optimal in this situation. Moreover, LRS
procedure needs to pre-specify a parameter L which is some number greater
than |I∗n|. Such L is not always easy to pre-specify and the misspecification may
cause misidentification.
In this paper, we establish the block signal identification theory under a
more general assumption which includes the case |I∗n| = n1−β for 0 < β <
1 in the univariate setting. The multivariate version of this problem is also
considered. A computational efficient procedure based on the penalized scan
statistic is proposed and its optimality is established under Gaussian white
noise assumption in both the univariate and multivariate settings. We note
that in our procedure, there is no unknown parameters that need to be pre-
specified. Moreover, our results show that the block signal detection and block
signal identification have the same statistical difficulty in both the univariate
and multivariate settings, although the latter seems to be more challenging than
the former.
In addition, we consider in our paper several generalizations of the block
signal identification problem. Firstly, we consider an extension to the case of
multiple block signals. We show that under certain assumptions, our procedure
remains optimal in identifying all block signals. Moreover, in the discussion
section, we briefly consider the robust identification problem when the noise
distribution is unspecified and discuss about the block signal identification under
the exponential family setting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, our identification
procedure is introduced in the univariate case and its optimality is established
under Gaussian white noise. In Section 3, we extend our theorem to the multi-
dimensional case and we show that our procedure remains optimal in identifying
rectangular signals in the hyper-rectangle. In Section 4, we consider the situa-
tion when there are multiple block signals. In Section 5, a simulation study is
carried out to illustrate our previous results. In Section 6, we give a brief discus-
sion about the identification under an unknown noise distribution and under the
exponential family setting. We also discuss about some future research topics.
In the end of this section, we make some notations. For two series an and
bn, we define an ≪ bn if an = o(bn), or equivalently, anbn → 0. We may use
this notation and the small-o notation interchangeably. For a set of random
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variables Xn and a corresponding set of constant an, we define Xn = op(an) if
Xn/an converges to 0 in probability. Similarly, we define Xn = Op(an) if for
any ǫ > 0, there exists a finite M such that P (|Xn/an| > M) < ǫ for all n.
2 Block signal identification under Gaussian white
noise
Let’s first consider block signal identification in the univariate setting. Suppose
we observe that
Yi = µ1I∗n(i) + Zi, i = 1, . . . , n (1)
where Zi are i.i.d standard normal random variables and unknown interval I
∗
n =
(jn, kn], 0 ≤ jn < kn < n and
1I∗n(i) =
{
1 i ∈ I∗n
0 i /∈ I∗n
.
µ is an unknown number and for simplicity we assume that µ is non-negative. If
µ is non-positive, we can replace Yi by −Yi. Our goal is to estimate the support
I∗n in model (1) where I
∗
n = ∅ means µ = 0.
For block signal detection, which is a testing problem, we want to maximize
the power of the test while controlling the type I error. Similarly, in the cor-
responding block signal identification problem we want to approximately find
the start and the end point of the block signal (when exists) with high proba-
bility while control the type I error. To give the definition of consistency, we
introduce the following notation. Let H0 denote the null case that there exists
no signal in the sequence and H1 denote the case where there exists a block
signal I∗n. Define the (Hamming) distance between two intervals I1 and I2 as
D(I1, I2) = 1− |I1∩I2|√|I1||I2| , where we take the convention
0
0 = 0. The definition of
consistency for the block signal identification problem is given below.
Definition 1. We call a procedure P to be consistent if its estimated interval
Iˆn satisfies
PH0 (Iˆn 6= ∅) ≤ α (2)
and
PH1(D(Iˆn, I
∗
n) > δn)→ 0 (3)
for some δn = o(1), where ∅ denotes the empty set and α denotes the significance
level.
In this section, we focus on those I∗n satisfying the following property: there
exists a κ > 0, such that |I∗n| ≪ n1−κ. This mild assumption includes all
intervals with length n1−β for 0 < β ≤ 1, but not those with length n/ logn.
The set of intervals considered here greatly extends those in [16], in which the
author requires log(|I∗n|)≪ logn.
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Before giving the identification procedure, we first introduce the concept
of the approximation set which is introduced in [19, 23, 6]. The idea of the
approximation set is that we only need to consider intervals with endpoints
on a grid as long as we can approximate each interval relatively well. In this
section, we define our approximation set as below:
Iapp =
ℓmax⋃
ℓ=1
Iapp(ℓ) ∪ Ismall, where ℓmax = ⌊log2
n
log n
⌋
in which,
Iapp(ℓ) = {(j, k] : j, k ∈ {idℓ, i = 0, 1, . . .} and mℓ < k − j ≤ 2mℓ} ,
Ismall = {(j, k] : k − j ≤ mℓmax}.
where mℓ = n2
−ℓ, dℓ = ⌈ mℓ6√ℓ⌉. A simple counting argument shows that
|Iapp(ℓ)| ≤ ( ndℓ +1)(
mℓ
dℓ
+1) ≤ 144ℓ2ℓ for ℓ = 1, . . . , ℓmax and |Ismall| ≤ 2n logn.
Thus |Iapp| ≤
∑ℓmax
ℓ=1 144ℓ2
ℓ + 2n logn = O(n log n).
Remark 1. 1) In fact we can let dl = ⌈mℓcℓζ ⌉ for some c > 0 and ζ ≥ 0.5. c and
ζ control the precision of the approximation set and the choice is a trade off
between computational efficiency and approximation error: the larger the c and
ζ, the better the approximation while the heavier the computation.
2) Some different approximation sets are also introduced in [18] and [2]. It is
not clear whether those approximation sets can lead to the same optimal result.
Define Y (I) =
∑
i∈I Yi√
|I| . Our identification procedure, denoted by Pn, works
as follows: If maxI∈Iapp(Y (I)−
√
2 log en|I|) < γn(α), where γn(α) is the (1−α)
quantile of the null distribution of maxI∈Iapp(Y(I)−
√
2 log en|I| ), we claim there
exists no signal, i.e. Iˆn = ∅. Otherwise, our estimated interval is
Iˆn = argmax
I∈Iapp
(
Y (I)−
√
2 log
en
|I|
)
. (4)
By Boole’s inequality, we can show that under the null distribution, Pn :=
maxI∈Iapp
(
Y (I)−
√
2 log en|I|
)
= Op(1), so lim supn→∞ γn(α) <∞, see [19].
It can be shown that Pn is optimal for block signal identification. In fact,
the procedure Pn is consistent in identifying the support I∗n whenever the signal
is in the detectable region. We summarize this fact in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Assume Model (1) and there exists a κ > 0 such that |I∗n| ≪
n1−κ. If µ ≥ (
√
2 log en|I∗n| + bn)/
√|I∗n| with bn → +∞, then our identification
procedure Pn is consistent with any 1 ≫ δn ≫
√
log logn/
√
logn. In addition,
this procedure can be computed in O(n log n) time.
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From Section 2 of [6] , µ ≥ (
√
2 log en|I∗n| + bn)/
√|I∗n| with bn → +∞ is neces-
sary for any test to be consistent in detecting the signal I∗n. Since the identifica-
tion problem is more challenging than the corresponding detection problem, we
can conclude that µ ≥ (
√
2 log en|I∗n| + bn)/
√|I∗n| with bn → +∞ is necessary for
any procedure to be consistent in identifying the signal I∗n. Thus our procedure
Pn is in fact optimal in block signal identification under our current setting.
We can view δn as the precision for the signal recovery. From Theorem 2,
we know that for any δn = φn
√
log logn/
√
logn with φn → ∞ at any rate, we
have
PH1(D(Iˆn, I
∗
n) < δn)→ 1.
Thus δn = φn
√
log logn/
√
logn is the upper bound for the (hamming) distance
between our recovered signal and the true signal. As δn → 0, we can be sure
that our recovered signal is sufficiently close to the true signal asymptotically.
We also note that the block signal identification problem has the same sta-
tistical difficulty as the corresponding detection problem, although the former
one seems to be more challenging than latter one. In the computational as-
pect, although there are O(n2) number of possible intervals in the sequence, our
procedure runs in O(n logn) time, almost linear in the number of observations.
Remark 2. 1) If we let dl = ⌈mℓcℓζ ⌉ for some c > 0 and ζ ≥ 0.5 in the definition of
approximation set, then Theorem 2 still holds and the computational complexity
is O(nc2 log2ζ n).
2) If instead we define γn(α) as the (1− α) quantile of the null distribution
of max0≤j<k≤n
(
Y ((j, k])−
√
2 log enk−j
)
, Theorem 2 would still hold with the
same bound on δn. However, one would expect a faster simulation for critical
values using the previous definition of γn(α).
We make the following comparison between our procedure and the LRS
procedure in [16]. (1) The LRS procedure requires the length of the signal |I∗n|
to satisfy log |I∗n| = o(logn). In contrast, we allow |I∗n| = n1−β for 0 < β ≤ 1.
(2) The identification boundary for LRS procedure is
√
2 logn√
I∗n
, which is optimal
only for signals with the smallest spatial extent. In contrast, the identification
boundary for Pn is
√
2 log en|I∗n|/
√|I∗n|, which is optimal for a broad range of
signals. (3) In the LRS procedure, one needs to pre-specify the parameter L
which is some number greater than the length of the signal. However, since
the length of the signal is unknown, it is not always easy to determine L and
the misspecification of L may cause misidentification. Although it is argued
in [16] that L could be sometimes easily selected, we would prefer a procedure
without any unknown parameters. Our procedure Pn has no need to specify
the parameter L or any other unknown parameters. (4) The LRS procedure
has a computational complexity of O(nL). Depending on the choice of L, the
complexity could be large. In contrast, our procedure Pn has a computational
complexity of O(n log n), regardless of the length of the signal. We also note
that besides LRS procedure in [16], similar multiscale methods also appear in
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[2], [1] and [18]. However, these methods do not lead to the same optimal results
in our setting.
3 Multi-dimensional rectangular signal identifi-
cation
In this case, we consider the problem of identifying the rectangular signal in the
multi-dimensional hyper-rectangle.
Consider the D-dimensional model
Yi = µ1I∗n(i) + Zi, i = (i
1, . . . , iD) ∈ [1, . . . , n]D (5)
where Zi are i.i.d standard normal random variable and unknown rectangle
I∗n =
D∏
d=1
(jn,d, kn,d], 0 ≤ jn,d < kn,d < n, for each d = 1, . . .D
with sides parallel to the axes and with arbitrary sizes and aspect ratios. We
denote the area of the hyper-rectangle by |I∗n| =
∏D
d=1(kn,d − jn,d).
All of the results in this section can be easily extended to higher dimen-
sions, but we will focus on the two-dimensional case D = 2 to simplify our
notation. We use the superscript {2} to denote we are now considering the
two-dimensional case.
We first introduce the approximation set for two-dimensional rectangle,
which is a variation of the construction in [23]. Using (j1, j2, k1, k2) denotes
the rectangle with vertices (j1, k1), (j2, k1), (j2, k2) and (j1, k2). For fixed ℓ and
0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, define
I{2}app(ℓ, i) = {(j1, j2, k1, k2) : j1, j2 ∈ {r(1)d(1)ℓ,i , r(1) = 0, 1, . . .}
and k1, k2 ∈ {r(2)d(2)ℓ,i , r(2) = 0, 1, . . .},
0 ≤ j1 ≤ ⌊ℓ 12 2ℓ−i⌋, 1 ≤ j2 − j1 ≤ ⌊ℓ 12 ⌋,
0 ≤ k1 ≤ ⌊ℓ 12 2i⌋, 1 ≤ k2 − k1 ≤ ⌊2ℓ 12 ⌋}
where d
(1)
ℓ,i = ⌈ℓ−
1
2 2−ℓ2in⌉, d(2)ℓ,i = ⌈ℓ−
1
2 2−in⌉. Then let I{2}app(ℓ) = ∪ℓi=0I{2}app(ℓ, i).
Define ℓmax = ⌊log2 n
2
logn⌋, ml = n2−ℓ and
I{2}small = {I, |I| ≤ mℓmax}.
Then our approximation set I{2}app is defined as:
I{2}app =
ℓmax⋃
ℓ=1
I{2}app(ℓ) ∪ I{2}small.
Define Y (I) =
∑
i∈I Yi√
|I| , now we are ready to introduce the property of the
penalized scan statistic in the two-dimensional case in the following proposition.
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Proposition 3. Define
P {2}n = max
I∈I{2}app
(
Y (I)−
√
2 log
en2
|I|
)
,
Under the null hypothesis, P
{2}
n = Op(1), i.e. P
{2}
n are uniformly bounded in
probability.
We define γ
{2}
n (α) < ∞ as the (1 − α) quantile of the null distribution of
P
{2}
n , which is well defined by Proposition 3.
The identification procedure P{2}n in the two-dimensional case works as fol-
lows: If max
I∈I{2}app(Y(I) −
√
2 log en
2
|I| ) < γ
{2}
n (α), we claim there is no signal,
i.e. Iˆn = ∅. Otherwise, our estimated rectangle
Iˆn = argmax
I∈I{2}app
(
Y (I)−
√
2 log
en2
|I|
)
.
As in the one-dimensional case, one can establish the optimality for the above
procedure in the two-dimensional case, which is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Assume Model (5) and there exists a κ > 0 such that |I∗n| ≪ n2−κ.
If µ ≥ (
√
2 log en
2
|I∗n| + bn)/
√|I∗n| with bn → +∞, then our procedure P{2}n is
consistent with 1≫ δn ≫
√
log log n/
√
logn. In addition, this procedure can be
computed in O(n2 log2 n) time.
For a very similar argument as in Section 2 of [6] , we can get µ ≥ (
√
2 log en
2
|I∗n|+
bn)/
√|I∗n| is necessary for any test to be consistent in detecting the rectangular
signal in the two-dimensional case and as a result µ ≥ (
√
2 log en
2
|I∗n| + bn)/
√|I∗n|
is also necessary for any procedure to be consistent in identifying the signal
in the two-dimensional case. Thus our procedure is optimal under our current
setting. Again, we conclude that in the two-dimensional case, the identification
problem and the corresponding detection problem has the same statistical dif-
ficulty. Although there are O(n4) number of possible rectangles, our algorithm
runs in O(n2 log2 n), almost linear in the number of observations n2. In general,
in d dimensional case, our algorithm runs in O(nd logd n), almost linear in the
number of observations nd.
4 Signal identification for multiple signals
In the previous two sections, we focus on the situation where there exists only
one signal. In this section, we consider the situation where there are multiple
signals. We will only discuss the univariate case in this section for notation
simplicity, but all our theory can be extended to multivariate case by using the
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corresponding approximation set. To further simplify the notation and avoid
confusion, we suppress the subscript n in I∗n in this section. We denote the set
of true block signals I∗ = {I∗1 , . . . , I∗K}, where K is the number of block signals.
Our model is:
Yi = µI∗(i) + Zi, i = 1, . . . , n (6)
where Zi are i.i.d standard normal random variable, the unknown set of intervals
I∗ = {I∗1 , . . . , I∗K} = {(j1, k1], . . . , (jK , kK ], 0 ≤ j1 < k1 < j2 < . . . < kK ≤ n}
and
µI∗(i) =
{
µI∗
j
i ∈ I∗j
0 otherwise
.
In another word, µI∗(i) has constant value µI∗
j
on each interval I∗j , j = 1, . . .K
and 0 otherwise.
We give the following definition of consistency for the identification proce-
dure for multiple block signals.
Definition 5. We call a procedure P is consistent in identifying multiple block
signals if its estimated set of signals (intervals) Iˆ = {Iˆ1, . . . , IˆKˆ} satisfies
PH0(Iˆ 6= ∅) ≤ α (7)
EH1 (Kˆ) ≤ K + C(α) + o(1) (8)
and
PH1(
K
max
j=1
Kˆ
min
i=1
D(Iˆi, I
∗
j ) > δn)→ 0 (9)
for some δn = o(1), where ∅ denotes the empty set, α denotes the significant
level, C(α) > 0 is a function that depends on α and limα→0 C(α) = 0.
Equation (9) in fact implies that PH1(Kˆ ≥ K) → 1 as n → ∞. Together
with Equation (8), we can conclude that if a procedure is consistent asymptot-
ically, it can identify all true intervals and may include some false intervals. In
expectation, the number of the false intervals our procedure identifies goes to 0
as α→ 0 and n→∞.
Note this slightly complicated definition reflects a fundamental difficulty in
this problem: even after we correctly identifying all signals, we get back to the
null cases and we cannot avoid a probability less than α that we include a false
interval. One can take α to be small and Equation (7), (8) and (9) still hold so
this effect is minimal.
Theorem 2 can be generalized to the current situation as long as K =
O(logp n) for some p > 0. Here we also assume the minimum distance between
two signals dmin ≫ maxKj=1 |I∗j | logn.
Define Iapp and γn(α) as in Section 2. Our identification procedure, denote
by Pn,multi for multiple signals works as follows:
Initialize our result set Iˆ as empty set ∅. Denote I1app = Iapp.
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Let i = 1, repeat the following step until maxI∈Iiapp(Y(I) −
√
2 log en|I| ) <
γn(α):
{
Denote Iˆi = argmaxI∈Iiapp(Y(I) −
√
2 log en|I|), then set Iˆ = Iˆ ∪ Iˆi,
Let Ii+1app = Iiapp\{I ∈ Iiapp : I ∩ Iˆi 6= ∅}.
Increase i by 1.
}
We have the following theorem regarding the consistency of the procedure
Pn,multi.
Theorem 6. Assume Model (6) and there exists a κ > 0 such that |I∗j | ≪ n1−k
for each j = 1, . . . ,K and the minimum distance between two signals dmin ≫
maxKj=1 |I∗j | logn and K = O(logp n) for some p > 0, if for each j = 1, . . . ,K,
µI∗
j
≥ (
√
2 log en|I∗j |+bn,j)/
√
|I∗j | with bn,j/
√
log logn→ +∞, then our procedure
Pn,multi is consistent with 1≫ δn ≫
√
log logn/
√
logn.
The main difference here compare to Theorem 2 is we require bn,j/
√
log logn→
∞ rather than bn,j →∞. This stronger requirement will ensure that the prob-
ability of making mistakes for every iteration is small enough so that the iden-
tification procedure is still consistent after all iterations. The reason we assume
that the minimum spacing between the intervals dmin ≫ maxKj=1 |I∗j | logn is
that if two intervals are very close, it is difficult to identify the exact location
of the signal under the influence of another signal. For example, with non-
diminishing probability that two intervals both with length |I∗| and distance
|I∗| will be identified as one signal with length about 3|I∗|. This is different
from the detection problem where no such requirement is needed.
As a special case, if all signals are of the same length |I∗1 |, an explicit lower
bound can be given.
Theorem 7. Assume Model (6), and K = O(logp n), if all signals are of the
same length |I∗1 |, then no procedure is consistent if µI∗j <
√
2 log en|I∗
1
|/
√|I∗1 |.
Thus our procedure Pn,multi is in fact optimal under the above assumptions.
When µI∗
j
<
√
2 log en|I∗
1
|/
√|I∗1 |, then an algorithm would either fail to dis-
cover all signals and/or will include too may false discoveries, see Lemma 1 in
[16] and more details in Theorem 5 in [14].
Remark 3. If the true number of signals K is known, we can stop the procedure
Pn,multi after K iterations. It can be shown that this modified procedure is still
consistent and its estimated set does not contain any false intervals.
5 Simulation Study
We have shown that by adopting the correct penalty term, the procedure based
on the penalized scan can be much more powerful, which is the major difference
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Figure 1: Simulated similarities for different µ. The left sub-graph gives the
result for |I∗n| = 1000 and the right sub-graph gives the result for |I∗n| = 100.
In both graphs, the black solid line denotes the penalized procedure Pn and
the right dashed line denotes the unpenalized procedure Punpenn . The x-axis is
µ
√|I∗| and y-axis is similarity.
between our procedure and the LRS procedure in [16]. It would be difficult to
compare these two procedures directly since LRS needs to specify additional pa-
rameter L and its optimality is established under some additional assumptions.
It is also unclear how LRS works in high-dimension. So in this section, we will
illustrate the previous results with a simulation study for Model (1) by compar-
ing the performance of the identification procedure Pn defined in Section 2 and
the identification procedure without the penalty term, denote by Punpenn . To be
comparable, Punpenn is defined exactly the same on the same approximation set
except we set the penalty term to 0 instead of
√
2 log en|I| . It can be shown that
the identification boundary for Punpenn is
√
2 logn/
√|I∗n|, which is the same as
LRS. If |I∗n| = n1−p, p ∈ (0, 1), this detection boundary is p−1/2 times larger
than the optimal boundary.
Denote the (Hamming) similarity between interval I1 and I2 by 1−D(I1, I2) =
|I1∩I2|√
|I1||I2|
and γn(α) as in Section 2. For a particular simulation, if maxI∈Iapp(Y (I)−√
2 log en|I|) > γn(α), the similarity is calculated as
|Iˆn∩I∗n|√
|Iˆn||I∗n|
, where Iˆn is defined
in (4); otherwise the similarity is set to be 0. We do the same for Punpenn , ex-
cept that γn(α) is replaced by τn(α), which is defined as the (1 − α) quantile
of maxI∈Iapp Y (I). In all of our simulations for univariate setting, we choose
n = 10000.
For the first simulation, we give the similarity for different choices of µ range
from 1.5 to 5 with a step of 0.5 and signal length |I∗n| = 100 and |I∗n| = 1000,
respectively. The result is given in Figure 1. From Figure 1, we can see that
when |I∗n| = 1000, which is relatively large, Pn performs much better than
Punpenn , while when |I∗n| = 100, which is relatively small, the performance of Pn
is only slightly better.
For the second simulation, we give the similarities for different choices of the
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Figure 2: Simulated similarities for penalized procedure (black solid line)
and unpenalized procedure (red dashed line) under different ratios n/|I∗n| and
µ
√|I∗| = 1.2 ∗√2 log en|I∗n| + 0.1. The x-axis is the ratio in log-scale and y-axis
is the similarity.
ratio n/|I∗n|. For each choice of n/|I∗n|, we choose µ
√|I∗| = 1.2∗√2 log en|I∗n|+0.1.
The simulation result is shown in Figure 2. We can see that the Punpenn seems
to be powerless when n/|I∗n| is small (|I∗n| is large). However, the gap between
two procedures becomes smaller as the ratio n/|I∗n| increase.
We also compared the performance for Model (5) in the two-dimensional
case between our procedure P{2}n defined in Section 3 and P{2},unpenn , which
is defined exactly the same on the same approximation set except the penalty
term is set to 0. The simulation result is shown in Figure 3. In this simulation,
we give the similarity for different choices of µ range from 2.5 to 6 with a step
of 0.5. We choose n = 100, so our space is a 100 × 100 rectangle. The left
sub-graph gives the result for rectangular signal with width 30 and height 40
while the right sub-graph gives the result for rectangular signal with width 15
and height 80. Note that the area of the rectangle |I∗n| = 1200 in both cases but
the aspect ratios are different. We can see that P{2}n performs much better than
P{2},unpenn in both cases and the performance is robust with respect to different
aspect ratios.
All similarities in Figure 1, 2 and 3 are with respect to a 5% significance level.
The critical values were simulated with 10000 Monte Carlo samples, and the
similarities were simulated with 2000 Monte Carlo samples. The location of the
signal was sampled at random in each of these simulations to avoid confounding
with the approximation scheme.
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Figure 3: Simulated similarities for different µ in a 100 × 100 rectangle. The
left sub-graph gives the result for |I∗n| = 30 × 40 and the right sub-graph gives
the result for |I∗n| = 15 × 60. In both graphs, the black solid line denotes the
penalized procedure P{2}n and the right dashed line denotes the unpenalized
procedure P{2},unpenn . The x-axis is µ
√|I∗| and y-axis is similarity.
6 Extensions and Discussion
6.1 Identification under the exponential family
Now we consider the block signal identification problem under the exponential
family setting. If instead of Gaussian noise model, we observe independent ran-
dom variables Yi, i = 1, . . . , n through the one-dimensional exponential family
model Yi ∼ Fνi , i = 1, . . . , n, where
νi = a+ b1I∗n(i)
with baseline a known, signal strength b unknown, and unknown interval I∗n
defined the same as in Model (1). The task is to recover the support of I∗n. If F
is the standard Gaussian distribution with a = 0, we get back to our Gaussian
noise Model (1). Notice that if |I| is sufficiently large, then under H0, Y (I)
would be approximately normally distributed, which suggest the optimality re-
sults in Section 2 would still hold provided |I∗n| is large enough. Formally, if
|I∗n| ≥ log3+δ n for some δ > 0 and denote Iexpapp = Iapp∩{I : |I| ≥ log3+δ n},
then our identification procedure in Section 2 is consistent by replacing Iapp
with Iexpapp . For some similar arguments, see [12] and [1]. Alternatively, one can
use
√
2 logT (I) instead of Y (I) where T (I) is the local likelihood ratio statistic
for testing H0 : b = 0 against H1 : b 6= 0 on interval I.
6.2 Identification with unspecified noise distribution
In [22], the author consider the identification problem with an unspecified noise
distribution. The idea is to apply the identification procedure LRS on the “local
median transformed” data. For more details about local median transformation,
we refer the reader to [3]. It is worthwhile to note that our procedures Pn, P{2}n ,
12
Pn,multi are also adapted to the local median transformation and would give a
near-optimal solution over a broad range of noise distribution with a much
milder assumption on the length of the signal.
6.3 Disucssion
It is also interesting to compare our results with other results in change-point
detection settings. For most research in change-point detection area, they typi-
cally seek to find an rate optimal solution rather than an exact optimal solution,
due to the more complex structure they consider, see for example [12] and [4].
Our signal identification problem has a slightly easier setting and we can achieve
the exact optimal constant. We have shown in the simulation that the constant
actually matters and a suboptimal constant may lead to a significant loss of
power. Last but not the least, in Theorem 7, we assume that the number of
block signals K = O(logp n) for some p > 0. If instead we assume K = nδ for
some δ > 0, then our procedure may not be optimal anymore. In fact, in this
case, block signal identification would be statistically more difficult than the
block signal detection, as there are so many block signals. It would be inter-
esting to develop an optimality theory under this situation, which is left as an
open problem.
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Appendix
A.1 Proofs for Section 2
Before giving the proof of Theorem 2, we first introduce some useful lemmas.
The following lemma is proved in [6], which is a consequence of a result in
[10].
Lemma 8. Define Zn(I) =
∑
i∈I Zi√
|I| . Let J ∈ In, where In = {(j, k], 0 ≤ j <
k ≤ n} and J does not depend on Zn. Then
max
I∈In:I⊂J
(
Zn(I)−
√
2 log
e|J |
|I|
)
d
=: L <∞ a.s.
here the random variable L defined above is universally applicable for all J and
n and is finite almost surely.
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Throughout the proof of this paper, we ignore the rounding issues in the
definition of dℓ whenever this does not affect our results. To simplify the nota-
tion, in the following proof we use I∗ rather than I∗n to denote the true signal
whenever this does not cause confusion.
The following lemma shows that we can approximate every interval well
using our approximation set Iapp defined in Section 2.
Lemma 9. For each I∗ with |I∗| ≪ n, there exists an I˜ ∈ Iapp such that
D(I˜ , I∗) ≤ 1
3
√
log
2
n
|I∗|
and
√
2 log en|I˜| −
√
2 log en|I∗| = o(1).
Proof. There are two cases: |I∗| > mℓmax and |I∗| ≤ mℓmax .
Consider first when |I∗| > mℓmax . Let ℓ∗ be the integer satisfying mℓ∗ <
|I∗| ≤ 2mℓ∗ . By our construction, unless |I∗| < mℓ∗ + 2dℓ∗ , there exists an
interval I˜ ∈ Iapp, such that I˜⊂I∗ and
|I˜| > (1− 2dℓ∗
mℓ∗
)|I∗| = (1 − 1
3
√
ℓ∗
)|I∗|≥(1 − 1
3
√
log2
n
|I∗|
)|I∗|.
Thus
D(I˜ , I∗) = 1−
√
|I˜|
|I∗| ≤ 1−
√√√√1− 1
3
√
log2
n
|I∗|
≤ 1
3
√
log2
n
|I∗|
,
and
0 ≤
√
2 log
en
|I˜| −
√
2 log
en
|I∗|
≤
√
2 log
en
|I∗|(1− 1
3
√
log
2
n
|I∗|
)
−
√
2 log
en
|I∗|
≤
− log(1− 1
3
√
log
2
n
|I∗|
)√
2 log en|I∗|
As we assume |I∗| ≪ n, then numerator goes to zero and the denominator goes
to infinity, so
√
2 log en|I˜| −
√
2 log en|I∗| = o(1).
If |I∗| < mℓ∗ + 2dℓ∗ , then there exists an interval I˜ ∈ Iapp, such that I˜⊃I∗,
|I˜| < (1 + 2dℓ∗
m∗ℓ
)|I∗| = (1 + 1
3
√
ℓ∗
)|I∗|≤(1 + 1
3
√
log2
n
|I∗|
)|I∗|.
The remaining proof for bounding D(I˜ , I∗) and
√
2 log en|I˜| −
√
2 log en|I∗| are
similar to the case I˜ ⊂ I∗.
Now consider when |I∗| ≤ mℓmax , then I∗ ∈ Iapp, and thus we can simply
let I˜ = I∗ and the theorem holds trivially.
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Proof of Theorem 2:
Proof. Denote X(I) = Y (I)−
√
2 log en|I| for interval I.
By the definition of γn(α),
PH0(I 6= ∅) = PH0( max
I∈Iapp
X(I) > γn(α)) ≤ α,
which proves equation (2).
Now turn to prove equation (3). Define
K0 = {I ∈ Iapp : I ∩ I∗ = ∅}
and
K1 = {I ∈ Iapp : I ∩ I∗ 6= ∅ and D(I, I∗) > δn}.
By Lemma 9, there exists an I˜ ∈ Iapp such that D(I˜ , I∗) ≤ 13√log
2
n
|I∗|
and√
2 log en|I˜| −
√
2 log en|I∗| = o(1). Then,
PH1(D(Iˆ , I
∗) > δn) ≤ PH1(max( max
I∈Iapp,D(I,I∗)>δn
X(I), γn(α)) ≥X(I˜))
≤ PH1(max
I∈K0
X(I) ≥X(I˜)) + PH1(max
I∈K1
X(I) ≥X(I˜)) + PH1(γn(α) ≥X(I˜)).
By Lemma 8, maxI∈K0 X(I)
d≤ L < ∞ a.s. and lim supn→∞ γn(α) < ∞ a.s..
Also notice that under H1, by Lemma 9, we have
X(I˜) = Y (I˜)−
√
2 log
en
|I˜|
≥ −|Z(I˜)|+ (1−D(I˜ , I∗))(
√
2 log
en
|I∗| + bn)−
√
2 log
en
|I˜|
≥ −|Z(I˜)|+ (1−D(I˜ , I∗))bn − (
√
2 log
en
|I˜| −
√
2 log
en
|I∗| )−D(I˜ , I
∗)
√
2 log
en
|I∗|
≥ −|Z(I˜)|+ (1−D(I˜ , I∗))bn −
√
2 log en|I∗|
3
√
log2
n
|I∗|
− o(1)
p→ ∞,
so
PH1(max
I∈K0
X(I) ≥X(I˜))→ 0 (10)
and
PH1(γn(α) ≥X(I˜))→ 0. (11)
Denote
Knear = {I ∈ K1 : |I|
logn
≤ |I∗| ≤ |I| logn}.
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To finish the proof, it remains to show that PH1(maxI∈K1 X(I) ≥ X(I˜))→ 0.
First notice that
PH1(max
I∈K1
X(I) ≥ X(I˜)) ≤
∑
I∈Knear
PH1(X(I) ≥X(I˜)) + PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
X(I) ≥X(I˜))
=: (A) + (B)
We need the following two lemmas to bound part (A) and (B), respectively.
The proof of these lemmas is given after this theorem.
Lemma 10. ∑
I∈Knear
PH1(X(I) ≥X(I˜))→ 0.
Lemma 11.
PH1( max
I∈K1\Knear
X(I) ≥X(I˜))→ 0.
Combining Lemma 10 and 11, we see that PH1(maxI∈K1 X(I) ≥ X(I˜))→ 0.
This together with Equations (10) and (11) will lead to PH1(D(Iˆ , I
∗) > δn)→ 0
and we finish our proof.
Proof of Lemma 10:
Proof. For each interval I ∈ Knear, we have
PH1(X(I) ≥X(I˜))
= PH1(Y (I)− Y (I˜) ≥
√
2 log
en
|I| −
√
2 log
en
|I˜| ).
Simple calculation shows that Y (I)−Y (I˜) has a normal distribution with mean
−µ
√
|I∗|(D(I, I∗)−D(I˜ , I∗)),
and variance
2D(I, I˜) ≤ 2.
Thus, ∑
I∈Knear
PH1(X(I) ≥X(I˜))
≤
∑
I∈Knear
Φ¯
(((
µ
√
|I∗|(D(I, I∗)−D(I˜ , I∗))
)
−
√
2 log
en
|I˜| +
√
2 log
en
|I|
)
/
√
2
)
where Φ¯ denotes the upper cumulative distribution function of the normal dis-
tribution.
Under the assumption that δn ≫
√
log logn/
√
logn and bn → +∞, we have
(δn − 1
3
√
log2
n
|I∗|
)(
√
2 log
en
|I∗| + bn)≫
√
log logn.
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Note that D(I, I∗) > δn in K1 and D(I˜ , I∗) ≤ 13√log
2
n
|I∗|
and µ
√|I∗| ≥√
2 log en|I∗| + bn so
µ
√
|I∗|(D(I, I∗)−D(I˜ , I∗))≫
√
log logn. (12)
When I ∈ Knear, we have |I|logn ≤ |I∗| ≤ |I| logn, then∣∣∣∣∣
√
2 log
en
|I| −
√
2 log
en
|I˜|
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
√
2 log
en
|I∗| −
√
2 log
en
|I˜|
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
√
2 log
en
|I∗| −
√
2 log
en
|I|
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
√
2 log
en
|I∗| −
√
2 log
en
|I˜|
∣∣∣∣∣+ 2 log logn√2 log en|I∗| .
Since we assume there exists a κ > 0, such that |I∗| ≪ n1−κ, then 2 log log n√
2 log en
|I∗|
→
0. By Lemma 9,
∣∣∣∣√2 log en|I∗| −√2 log en|I˜|
∣∣∣∣ = o(1).
∣∣∣∣∣
√
2 log
en
|I| −
√
2 log
en
|I˜|
∣∣∣∣∣ = o(1). (13)
Combine (12), (13) and using the inequality Φ¯(x) ≤ exp(−x22 ) for x > 1, we
have,
Φ¯
(((
µ
√
|I∗|(D(I, I∗)−D(I˜ , I∗))
)
−
√
2 log
en
|I˜| +
√
2 log
en
|I|
)
/
√
2
)
≤ log−η n
for all η > 0.
Simple counting shows the cardinality of the set Knear is O(log
2 n). Thus∑
I∈Knear
PH1(X(I) ≥X(I∗))→ 0.
Proof of Lemma 11:
Proof. When I ∈ K1\Knear, we have 1 − D(I, I∗) ≤ min(
√
|I|
|I∗| ,
√
|I∗|
|I| ) ≤
1/
√
logn.
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Thus,
PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
X(I) ≥X(I˜))
= PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
(Z(I) + (1−D(I, I∗))(
√
2 log
en
|I∗| + bn)−
√
2 log
en
|I| )
≥ Z(I˜) + (1−D(I˜ , I∗))(
√
2 log
en
|I∗| + bn)−
√
2 log
en
|I˜| ))
≤ PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
(Z(I)−
√
2 log
en
|I| +
1√
logn
(
√
2 log
en
|I∗| + bn))
≥ Z(I˜)−
√
2 log
en
|I˜| + (1−
1
3
√
log2
n
|I∗|
)(
√
2 log
en
|I∗| + bn))
≤ PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
(Z(I)−
√
2 log
en
|I| )
≥ Z(I˜)− (
√
2 log
en
|I˜| −
√
2 log
en
|I∗| )
−( 1
3
√
log n|I∗|
+
1√
log n
)(
√
2 log
en
|I∗| ) + (1 −
1
3
√
log2
n
|I∗|
− 1√
logn
)bn)
Since maxI∈K1\Knear(Z(I) −
√
2 log en|I| ) = Op(1) by Lemma 8, Z(I˜) = Op(1),
( 1
3
√
log
2
n
|I∗|
+ 1√
logn
)(
√
2 log en|I∗| ) = O(1),
√
2 log en|I˜| −
√
2 log en|I∗| = o(1) by
Lemma 9 and (1− 1
3
√
log
2
n
|I∗|
− 1√
log n
)bn →∞, then PH1(maxI∈K1\Knear X(I) ≥
X(I˜))→ 0 and we finish our proof.
A.2 Proofs for Section 3
Proof of Proposition 3:
Proof. Denote #I{2}app(ℓ) be the number of rectangles in I{2}app(ℓ). A simple count-
ing shows that when ℓ ≤ ⌊log2 n
2
logn⌋, #I
{2}
app(ℓ) = 2ℓ32ℓ. Let’s abuse the notation
a bit: for ⌈log2 n2⌉ ≥ ℓ > ⌊log2 n
2
log n⌋, let I
{2}
app(ℓ) = {I ∈ Ismall, n22−ℓ < |I| ≤
2n22−ℓ}. Then simple counting again gives #I{2}app(ℓ) ≤ n2
∑2n22−ℓ
|I|=n22−ℓ |I| ≤
2n42−ℓ logn ≤ 2 log3 n2ℓ ≤ 2ℓ32ℓ, where the the second to the last inequal-
ity comes from ℓ > ⌊log2 n
2
log n⌋, so 22l ≥ n
4
log2 n
and last inequality comes
from ℓ > ⌊log2 n
2
log n⌋ ≥ logn. Thus for all 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ ⌈log2 n2⌉, we have
#I
{2}
app(ℓ) ≤ 2ℓ32ℓ.
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For κ > 2, we obtain:
P ( max
I∈I{2}app
(Y (I)−
√
2 log
en2
|I| ) > κ)
≤
⌈log
2
n2⌉∑
ℓ=1
#I{2}app(ℓ) max
I∈Iapp(ℓ)
exp(−1
2
(
√
2 log
en2
|I| + κ)
2)
≤
⌈log
2
n2⌉∑
ℓ=1
2ℓ32ℓ2−ℓ exp(−κ
√
ℓ− κ2/2)
=
⌈log
2
n2⌉∑
ℓ=1
2ℓ3 exp(−κ
√
ℓ− κ2/2)
≤ C exp(−κ2/2)
for some constant C > 0 not depending on n. Thus, we have
max
I∈I{2}app
(Y (I)−
√
2 log
en2
|I| ) = Op(1).
Analogously to Lemma 9, the following lemma shows that in the two-dimensional
case, we can also approximate every rectangle well enough by I{2}app.
Lemma 12. For each I∗ with |I∗| ≪ n2, there exists an I˜ ∈ I{2}app such that
D(I˜ , I∗) ≤ 6√
log
2
n2
|I∗|
and
√
2 log en
2
|I˜| −
√
2 log en
2
|I∗| = o(1).
The proof of this lemma is very similar to Lemma 9, and thus is omitted.
See also [23].
Proof of Theorem 4:
Proof. Denote X(I) = Y (I)−
√
2 log en
2
|I| for rectangle I.
By the definition of γ
{2}
n (α),
PH0(Iˆ 6= φ) = PH0( max
I∈Iapp
X(I) ≥ γ{2}n (α)) ≤ α,
which proves (2).
Now we turn to prove (3). Again, let I∗ denote the true rectangle with
length a∗ and width b∗. Define
K0 = {I ∈ I{2}app : I ∩ I∗ = ∅}
and
K1 = {I ∈ I{2}app : I ∩ I∗ 6= ∅ and D(I, I∗) > δn}.
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By Lemma 12, there exists an rectangle I˜ ∈ I{2}app , such that D(I˜ , I∗) ≤ 6√
log
2
n2
|I∗|
and
√
2 log en
2
|I˜| −
√
2 log en
2
|I∗| = o(1). Then,
PH1(D(Iˆ , I
∗) > δn) ≤ PH1(max( max
I∈I{2}app,D(I,I∗)>δn
X(I), γ{2}n (α)) ≥X(I˜))
≤ PH1(max
I∈K0
X(I) ≥X(I˜)) + PH1(max
I∈K1
(X(I) ≥X(I˜)) + PH1(γ{2}n (α) ≥X(I˜)).
By Proposition 3, maxI∈K0 X(I) = Op(1) and γ
{2}
n (α) < ∞ a.s.. Notice that
underH1, by Lemma 12 and the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 2, we
have X(I˜)
p→ ∞. Thus PH1 (maxI∈K0 X(I) ≥ X(I˜)) → 0 and PH1(γ{2}n (α) ≥
X(I˜))→ 0.
Now consider the term PH1 (maxI∈K1(X(I) ≥X(I˜)). Denote
Knear = {I ∈ K1 : a
∗
logn
≤ a ≤ a∗ logn and b
∗
logn
≤ b ≤ b∗ logn},
then
PH1(max
I∈K1
X(I) ≥ X(I˜)) ≤
∑
I∈Knear
PH1(X(I) ≥X(I˜)) + PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
X(I) ≥X(I˜))
=: (A) + (B)
Consider part (A) first. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, one can show
that for all I ∈ Knear
PH1 (X(I) ≥X(I˜)) ≤ log−η n
for all η > 0. Simple counting shows the cardinality of the setKnear is O(log
4 n).
Thus ∑
I∈Knear
PH1(X(I) ≥X(I∗))→ 0.
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Consider part (B), in this case, 1−D(I, I∗) ≤ 1/√logn. Thus
PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
X(I) ≥X(I˜))
= PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
(Z(I) + (1−D(I, I∗))(
√
2 log
en2
|I∗| + bn)−
√
2 log
en2
|I| )
≥ Z(I˜) + (1−D(I˜ , I∗))(
√
2 log
en2
|I∗| + bn)−
√
2 log
en2
|I˜| ))
≤ PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
(Z(I)−
√
2 log
en2
|I| +
1√
logn
(
√
2 log
en2
|I∗| + bn))
≥ Z(I˜)−
√
2 log
en2
|I˜| + (1−
6√
log2
n2
|I∗|
)(
√
2 log
en2
|I∗| + bn))
≤ PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
(Z(I)−
√
2 log
en2
|I| ) ≥ Z(I˜)− (
√
2 log
en2
|I˜| −
√
2 log
en2
|I∗| )
−( 6√
log n
2
|I∗|
+
1√
logn
)(
√
2 log
en2
|I∗| ) + (1−
6√
log2
n2
|I∗|
− 1√
logn
)bn)
Since maxI∈K1\Knear(Z(I)−
√
2 log en
2
|I| ) = Op(1) by Proposition 3, Z(I˜) =
Op(1), (
6√
log
2
n2
|I∗|
+ 1√
log n
)(
√
2 log en
2
|I∗| ) = O(1), (
√
2 log en
2
|I˜| −
√
2 log en
2
|I∗| ) =
o(1) by Lemma 12, and (1− 6√
log
2
n2
|I∗|
− 1√
log n
)bn →∞, then PH1(maxI∈K1\Knear X(I) ≥
X(I˜))→ 0.
A.3 Proof for Section 4
We need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 6.
Lemma 13. Denote L = maxI∈Iapp(Y (I) −
√
2 log en|I|). Let Z be a standard
normal random variable, not necessarily independent with L, then for all κ > 4,
there exists a constant C > 0 not depending on n and κ such that
P (L+ Z > κ) ≤ C exp(−κ2/8)
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 3, we know that when κ > 2, P (L >
κ) ≤ C ′ exp(−κ2/2) for some C ′ > 0 not depending on n and κ. Thus,
P (L+ Z > κ) ≤ P (L > κ/2) + P (Z > κ/2)
≤ C ′ exp(−κ2/8) + 2 exp(−κ2/8)
≤ C exp(−κ2/8).
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Proof of Theorem 6:
Proof. As before, denote X(I) = Y (I)−
√
2 log en|I| for interval I.
When there exists no signal, by the definition of Mn,
PH0(I 6= ∅) = PH0( max
I∈Iapp
X(I) > γn) ≤ α,
which proves (7).
Now we turn to prove (9). It is enough to show that with probability ap-
proaching 1, we will not stop before the Kth iteration and for each of the first
K iterations, we can correctly identify one of the true signals with precision δn.
Recall the true signals I∗ = {I∗1 , I∗2 , . . . , I∗K}. By Lemma 9, for each j =
1, . . . ,K, there exists an interval I˜j , such that D(I˜j , I
∗
j ) ≤ 13√log
2
n
|I∗
j
|
and√
2 log en|I˜j | −
√
2 log en|I∗
j
| = o(1).
Consider the event
E1 = {max( max
I∈I1app, minKj=1 D(I,I∗j )>δn
X(I), γn(α)) <
K
min
j=1
X(I˜j)} := {LHS < RHS}.
If E1 holds, then we can be sure that the interval Iˆ1 identified by the first
iteration satisfies D(Iˆ1, I
∗
j1
) < δn for some j1 in 1 to K and Iˆ1 ∩ I∗j = ∅ for all
j 6= j1 by the assumption of dmin. After the first iteration, consider the event
E2 = {max( max
I∈I2app, minKj=1,j 6=j1 D(I,I
∗
j
)>δn
X(I), γn(α)) <
K
min
j=1,j 6=j1
X(I˜j)} := {LHS < RHS},
the LHS of E2 is non-increasing while the RHS of E2 is non-decreasing compared
to those of E1. Thus, if E1 holds, E2 must hold, and we can be sure that the
interval Iˆ2 identified by the second iteration satisfies D(Iˆ2, I
∗
j2
) ≤ δn for some
j2 from 1 to K, j2 6= j1 and Iˆ2 ∩ I∗j = ∅ for all j 6= j2. If this procedure can
be repeated for K times, then we can identify all K signals with precision δn.
Thus,
PH1(
K
max
j=1
Kˆ
min
i=1
D(Iˆi, I
∗
j ) > δn)
≤ PH1(EC1 )
= PH1(max( max
I∈I1app, minKj=1 D(I,I∗j )>δn
X(I), γn(α)) ≥
K
min
j=1
X(I˜j))
Define
K0 = {I ∈ Iapp : I ∩ I∗j = ∅ for all j = 1, . . . ,K}
and
K1 = {I ∈ Iapp : I ∩ I∗j 6= ∅ for some j = 1, . . . ,K and
K
min
j=1
D(I, I∗j ) > δn}.
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Then
PH1(max( max
I∈I1app, minKj=1 D(I,I∗j )>δn
X(I), γn(α)) ≥
K
min
j=1
X(I˜j))
≤PH1(max
I∈K0
X(I) ≥
K
min
j=1
X(I˜j)) + PH1 (max
I∈K1
X(I) ≥
K
min
j=1
X(I˜j)) + PH1(γn(α) ≥
K
min
j=1
X(I˜j))
By Lemma 8, maxI∈K0 X(I)
d≤ L < ∞ a.s. and γn < ∞ a.s.. Notice
that under H1 and our assumption bn,j ≫
√
log logn, each X(I˜j) is Gaussian
distributed with mean greater than
(
√
2 log
en
|I∗j |
+ bn)(1− 1
3
√
log n|I∗
j
|
)−
√
2 log
en
|I˜j |
≫
√
log logn
and variance 1. Then similar to the proof of Theorem 2, for each j = 1, . . . ,K,
and η > 0, we have
PH1(max
I∈K0
X(I) ≥X(I˜j)) ≤ log−η n
and
PH1(γn(α) ≥X(I˜j)) ≤ log−η n.
As a result, under the assumption thatK = logp n for some p > 0, PH1(maxI∈K0 X(I) ≥
minKj=1 X(I˜j)) ≤ KPH1(maxI∈K0 X(I) ≥ X(I˜j)) → 0 and PH1(γn(α) ≥
minKj=1 X(I˜j)) ≤ KPH1(γn(α) ≥X(I˜j))→ 0.
We only need to show that PH1(maxI∈K1 X(I) ≥ minKj=1 X(I˜j)) → 0. De-
note
Knear = {I ∈ K1 :
K
min
j=1
D(I, I∗j ) < 1− 1/
√
logn},
then
PH1(max
I∈K1
X(I) ≥
K
min
j=1
X(I˜j)) ≤
K∑
j=1
∑
I∈Knear
PH1(X(I) ≥X(I˜j)) +
K∑
j=1
PH1( max
I∈K1\Knear
X(I) ≥X(I˜))
=: (A) + (B)
For part (A), as in the proof of Theorem 2, for each j = 1, . . . ,K, PH1(X(I) ≥
X(I˜j)) ≤ log−η n for all η > 0. Note that if any signal I intersects with more
than one element in I∗, then we must have minKj=1D(I, I
∗
j ) ≥ 1 − 1/
√
logn by
our assumption of dmin, and thus such I /∈ Knear. Thus, the cardinality of the
set Knear is O(log
2 nK) = O(logp+2 n). As a result,
K∑
j=1
∑
I∈Knear
PH1(X(I) ≥X(I∗j ))→ 0.
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For part (B), in this situation 1 −D(I, I∗j ) ≤ 1/
√
logn for all j = 1, . . . ,K.
Thus
PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
X(I) ≥X(I˜j))
= PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
(Z(I) + (1−D(I, I∗j ))(
√
2 log
en
|I∗j |
+ bn,j)−
√
2 log
en
|I| )
≥ Z(I˜j) + (1 −D(I˜j , I∗j ))(
√
2 log
en
|I∗j |
+ bn,j)−
√
2 log
en
|I˜j |
))
≤ PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
(Z(I)−
√
2 log
en
|I| +
1√
logn
(
√
2 log
en
|I∗j |
+ bn,j))
≥ Z(I˜j)−
√
2 log
en
|I˜j |
+ (1− 1
3
√
log n|I∗
j
|
)(
√
2 log
en
|I∗j |
+ bn,j))
≤ PH1 ( max
I∈K1\Knear
(Z(I)−
√
2 log
en
|I| )
≥ Z(I˜j)− (
√
2 log
en
|I˜j |
−
√
2 log
en
|I∗j |
)
−( 1
3
√
log n|I∗
j
|
+
1√
log n
)(
√
2 log
en
|I∗j |
) + (1 − 1
3
√
log n|I∗
j
|
− 1√
logn
)bn,j
By Lemma 13, PH1(maxI∈K1\Knear(Z(I) −
√
2 log en|I|) − Z(I˜j) > κ) ≤
C exp(−κ2/8). Notice that ( 1
3
√
log n
|I∗
j
|
+ 1√
logn
)(
√
2 log en|I∗
j
|) = O(1) and (1 −
1
3
√
log n
|I∗
j
|
− 1√
logn
)bn,j ≫
√
log log n, thus PH1(maxIˆ∈K1\Knear X(I) ≥X(I˜j)) ≤
log−η n for all η > 0. So
∑K
j=1 PH1 (maxI∈K1\Knear X(I) ≥ X(I˜j)) → 0. As a
result, PH1(maxIˆ∈K1(X(I) ≥ minKj=1 X(I˜j)) → 0 and we finish our proof for
(9).
Note that for each iteration, we may only remove an interval very close to I∗j
for some j = 1, . . . ,K. So after K iteration, there may still exist intervals I ∈
IKapp such that I ∩ I∗j 6= ∅ for some j, denote these intervals by Ileft. By similar
argument as above, we can show that P (maxI∈Ileft X(I) > γn(α)) → 0. Now
consider all intervals in IKapp\Ileft, By the definition of γn(α) and noticing the
fact that γn(α) is non-decreasing in n, we can conclude that the number of the
false intervals our procedure identifies is controlled by a geometric distribution
with parameter α. Thus EKˆ ≤ K + α1−α + o(1) and (8) follows by letting
C(α) = α1−α .
Proof of Theorem 7:
Proof. Assuming without loss of generality that n|I∗
1
| is an integer. Assume first
that the signals can only start and end in a grid given by {i|I∗1 |+1, . . . (i+1)|I∗1 |}
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for i = 1, . . . , n|I∗
1
| . According to [16], it is enough to show that Theorem 7
holds under this assumption. Let Ri =
∑|I∗
1
|
j=1Xi|I∗1 |+j/
√|I∗1 | =: ri + Z ′i for
i = 0, . . . , n
′ − 1, where n′ = n|I∗
1
| . Then Z
′
i
iid∼ N(0, 1), and ri = 0 for all
but K locations, while at these locations, ri ≤
√
2 log en|I∗
1
| =
√
2 log en′ . Since
logK = b log logn = o(log n), by Lemma 1 in [16], no identification procedure
can be consistent under this model.
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